CITY OF WARRENVILLE

MEMORANDUM
TO:
Plan Commission/Zoning Board of Appeals
FROM:
Natalia Domovessova, Senior Planner
N.D.
SUBJECT: Two Brothers Brewery Development
Northwest Corner of Route 59 and Route 56
DATE:
July 2, 2020

Property Information:
Address:
Zoning:
Site Area:
Site Improvements:
Location Map:

7 vacant lots at northwest corner of Route 59 and Route 56 (the
Subject Property)
R-2 Medium-Low-Density Single-Family Residential and B-4
Motorist Service District
20.2 acres
Unimproved

Proposed Improvements, Existing Conditions and Potential Requests:
Jim and Jason Ebel the owners of the 20.2-acre property at the northwest corner of Route 59 and
Route 56 are proposing to develop the site with a Two Brothers Brewery and Headquarters
facility, along with a mix of commercial uses, including a quick-service restaurant with drive
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through, a gas station with convenience store, a free standing car wash, multi-tenant retail uses,
and office buildings. Due to the current market demand and financial considerations, Two
Brothers plans to develop the property in two phases, as follows:
• Phase I: perform site, access, and stormwater management improvements, and construct
commercial components of the development, together with the Phase I of the brewery and
tap house (approximately 50,000 square foot building); and
• Phase II: construct additional commercial space and Phase II of the brewery and tap
house.
Details of the proposal are illustrated in the materials distributed to the Plan Commission with
the July 9, 2020, PC/ZBA agenda packets, and can be found on the City website at
https://www.warrenville.il.us/788/Two-Brothers-Development
Preliminary Staff Input:
Staff offers the following input, based on its review of the concept information submitted by the
Applicant.
1. Land Uses: As illustrated below, the City’s 2016 Southwest District Plan designates the
eastern portion of this property for Commercial development and the western portion for
Mixed/Use Commercial development.
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The Southwest District Plan provides the following considerations:

The Southwest District Plan also includes the following more detailed description and illustration
of what these two land use categories are envisioned to include:

While the developer’s current site plan and mix of land uses is less desirable than what was
illustrated on their concept site development plans from a couple of years back, they are not
inconsistent with the general land use recommendations contained in the Southwest District Plan.
Staff understands and concurs with the developer’s current assessment of the commercial real
estate market. If the project is implemented in a manner that guarantees the construction of the
first component of the Two Brothers facility, staff is receptive to this project moving forward in
a manner generally consistent with the developer’s current courtesy review submittal, provided
the various concerns, recommendations, and expectations outlined in this memo and the various
City of Warrenville regulatory and long-term policy documents that apply to this type of project
are properly and thoroughly addressed in a thoughtful and creative manner.
Staff land use related recommendations:
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1.

The project would need to be processed as a PUD in order that clear and detailed
land use restrictions could be incorporated into any zoning approvals the City may
ultimately grant for this project.
2. The gas station use should be limited to that of a more traditional gas station and
convenience mart versus the type of fueling center Thorntons is currently
constructing at the southwest corner of Route 59 and Duke Parkway.
3. If a freestanding car wash business is accommodated on the site, it should be
restricted to a top line of their type of service establishment, and not a self-service
type business.
4. The type of commercial land uses allowed in the Phase II component would be more
restrictive and would require, at least initially and for some yet to be determined
period of time, one phase II commercial development pad site be reserved for a future
sit-down restaurant use.
2. Wetlands: There are various pockets of regulatory wetlands scattered throughout the site
that would need to be filled and mitigated to implement the proposed plan. The City and
DuPage County have adopted very detailed regulations that impact this type of activity.
The developer will need to retain the services of a qualified wetland consultant as soon as
possible to participate in the development of detailed project plans and a high quality
mitigation plan that complies with applicable City and County wetland regulations and
effectively addresses the following wetland-related policy guidance contained in the
City’s Southwest District Plan:

3. Subsurface Environmental Contamination: There is some level of remaining
subsurface environmental contamination at the very southeast corner that dates back to a
former gas station that once occupied this corner. The developer will need to provide
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details on the status of this contamination with any formal application made for this
project and will need to make sure that the design of the project creatively addresses any
ongoing restrictions related to this contamination in a thoughtful and attractive manner.
4. Vehicular/Pedestrian Access and Circulation Related:
a. Traffic Study: The developer will need to prepare and submit a detailed traffic study
for the project in conjunction with the City of Warrenville Preliminary PUD process
for the project. IDOT will also require a detailed traffic study be submitted for the
project as part of their review of the project’s proposed access to Routes 59 and 56.
This traffic study will also need to verify if the project will generate sufficient traffic
to trigger the need for the project to install a new traffic signal at the existing full
access Route 59/Route 56 Intersection.
b. Barkley Avenue: Barkley Avenue will need to be improved in order to effectively
accommodate this project. The scope and improvement will need to be defined during
the preliminary PUD process for the project based on the scope of land uses
contemplated, the design of the site plan, and the results of the traffic study. The final
improvement of Barkley Avenue may need to incorporate making the existing
vehicular traffic restrictions on Barkley, near the northwest corner of the Two
Brothers site, permanent.
c. Route 59/Route 56 Access: City of Warrenville and Two Brothers’ representatives
have had multiple communications and meetings with IDOT staff regarding the
location and scope of new vehicular access driveways for this development site onto
Routes 59 and 56. The location and configuration of the access drives illustrated on
the current concept site development plan are not consistent with what was previously
presented to IDOT. As a result, it is unclear whether IDOT will be receptive to this
configuration. IDOT’s preliminary position on this configuration will need to be
confirmed early in the Preliminary PUD process for this project.
d. Cross Access Accommodations: It will be important for the preliminary PUD plans
for this project to include provisions that allow the adjacent commercial properties to
the north (not included in the project) to access and use the new Route 59 main access
driveway proposed by this project.
e. Pedestrian/Bike Access: The project will need to provide new pedestrian/bike path
improvements along the Route 59 and Barkley Avenue frontages of the project site in
accordance with the provisions of the City’s Bike and Pedestrian Implementation
Plans. A well-defined and inviting system of internal bike and pedestrian connections
should be provided between the existing and required bike and pedestrian path
improvements around the perimeter of the site and the various new uses developed on
the site.
5. Parking: Cross access and shared parking configuration across the development should
be provided so as to maximize the use of the parking areas provided on site and reduce
the overall amount of area of the site covered in parking. This may ultimately result in the
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developer providing detailed parking study information to justify the City’s potential
approval of variations to the City’s standard zoning ordinance parking requirements.
6. Urban Design Related: The overall design and layout of the project should comply with
the following important urban design expectation excerpts outlined in the City’s
Southwest District Subarea Plan:

•

Streetscape Treatment:

•

Gateway Signage Amenity:

•

Design Standards:
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In addition to the above-noted design features, the overall project should be configured,
as much as practically possible, so that outdoor seating and gathering spaces are oriented
towards planned wetland mitigation and naturalized detention areas. Staff also believes
that as part of the Preliminary PUD approval process, it would be appropriate to develop
a set of architectural design guidelines that would apply to this project similar in scope to
those that were prepared for the Riverview West and Cantera Commons commercial
developments in Cantera and, more recently, the commercial component of the Everton
Project along Route 59.
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7. Transitional Yard: It is expected that high-quality transitional yard landscaping be

provided in accordance with the guides of the Southwest District Plan along the north
property line abutting existing residential development:
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The current concept site plan design will need to be revised to more effectively address
these transitional yard buffering expectations along the north side of the proposed Two
Brothers Brewing component of the project.
8. Tree Preservation: There is an extensive amount of existing tree cover on the site. Most
of these trees will need to be removed to allow for the property to be developed. Once the
developer finalizes a preliminary site plan, it may be necessary to have a tree survey be
performed in the larger open areas of the proposed site plan and along the north property
line adjacent to the existing residential neighborhood to the north, to identify what
existing trees in those areas could, and should, be preserved.

